Direct to Store:
Cutting-Edge
Retail Logistics

Delivering Solutions to the Retail Industry
In a business environment that
becomes more competitive
with each passing day,
companies must continually
stay ahead of the curve and
make smart decisions. This is
especially true when it comes
to something as critical as
logistics, which, if not
managed properly, can seriously impact your bottom-line.
No where is this more apparent than in the retail industry
where logistics plays a key role due to the fact that success
or failure can hinge on being able to quickly respond to
ever-changing customer demands.
That’s why so many major retailers now partner with Axis
Global Logistics.
They know that Axis’ direct to store program offers retailers
the fastest, most reliable service available. These retailers also
know that Axis will provide them with an overall supply chain
solution designed specifically for their industry and their
business – a solution that will optimize your costs and
efficiency so that you can navigate those
fluctuations in demand when dealing
with such issues as the set up
of visual merchandise and

POP displays for new product launches, or the time-sensitive
delivery and installation of store fixtures for resets, remodels
and new store construction.
At the heart of any Axis solution is a state-of-the-art
transportation and warehouse management system that offers
you both flexibility and real-time visibility when it comes to
your shipments and inventory. It is this industry-leading
technology – coupled with the highest possible degree of
personal service – that truly defines an Axis solution.
Simply put, Axis’ direct to store program is the cutting-edge of
retail logistics.

Direct to Store Services:
• Project management – fixtures, graphics & POP display
installations.
• Site surveys and audits.
• Management of nationwide store distributions
and rollouts.
• Vendor management – inventory and purchase order
management services.
• Time-critical transportation – air & ground, air ride, team
drives, LTL, FTL.
• Comprehensive warehousing network.
• Consolidation management.
• Mall, after-hour & inside delivery options.
• Reverse logistics.

General Services:
• Time-critical transportation services
– air & ground.
• Blanket wrap, air ride equipment,
lift gates, flat bed services.
• Global capabilities – locations across
the country, hundreds of Axis
agents worldwide.
• Flexible, around-the-clock service –
24/7.
• Industry-leading technology –
our web-based Axis Trak system
gives you real-time access to your
shipment status.
• Cadence Warehouse Management
System – web-based order management, purchase order management,
and perpetual inventory visibility.
• EDI transactions – 214s, 856s.

• Automatic POD notification – you
will know when your shipment
arrives.
• Personal service – wherever and
whenever you need us.
Axis can design and implement a
customized logistics solution that will
increase your efficiency and cut your
costs. Please contact us for additional
information about Axis’ solutions for
retailers and for a thorough discussion
of your needs.
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